
‘SIGNED, SEALED, DELIVERED: FROM PARIS WITH LOVE’ 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 
 
In 2005, Caitlyn meets Joey while dining alone at his restaurant. The two fall in love, 
and get married a year later.  Seven years after that, Joey meets with an attorney, who 
draws up his divorce papers.  Joey promises to sleep on it before mailing them out. 
 
Joey’s lost divorce papers end up in the hands of Oliver, Shane, Rita and Norman – 
better known as the Postables – who examine the two-year-old mailing.  After losing 
and relocating the enclosed wedding ring in a stack of mail, Oliver and Norman take it to 
a jeweler in an unsuccessful attempt to track down its owner. 
 
While hunting for the ring, Shane found a letter that she believes Oliver wrote to his 
estranged wife Holly.  Rita opens it, and confirms it is Oliver’s letter.  In it, Oliver asks 
Holly to come back to him.  Shane and Rita plan to show the letter to Oliver before they 
mail it, but accidentally send the letter first.  Holly receives it the next day.  
 
Shane runs an internet search of weddings that happened on the day inscribed on the 
ring in an effort to find the divorce papers’ intended recipient. While they wait for the 
results, the Postables gather to watch Rita in a ribbon cutting ceremony for a new 
automated stamp dispenser.  Charming TV personality Ramon introduces Rita – and 
engages in some serious flirting!  Norman, who has become Rita’s admirer, is extremely 
jealous. 
 
Shane comes clean, and tells Oliver about finding and mailing his letter to Holly. Oliver 
takes time alone to cool down from this news, and to reminisce about the night he met 
Holly.  He came to her rescue when her car broke down in a blizzard, and spent the 
night in the car with her keeping her warm.   
 
Shane interrupts his daydreaming to tell him the internet search revealed the person to 
whom the divorce papers were addressed.  Shane and Oliver go to Joey’s Italian 
restaurant to deliver them and meet Joey, now encumbered by a cane.   
 
Joey is shocked to see the divorce papers again.  He is now happily married to Caitlyn, 
who has no idea he once considered a divorce, and begs Oliver and Shane not to give 
them to her.  Ever a stickler for the rules, Oliver tells Joey they must be delivered, but 
gives him time to prepare Caitlyn. 
 
Shane calls Oliver a hypocrite for not giving Joey the option of what to do with his lost 
mailing, but yet getting mad when his lost letter to Holly was handled in the same way. 
Oliver claims that he is mad because she opened another letter to satisfy her own 
curiosity when she had promised not to. 
 
Shane shows Oliver a YouTube video she found of Holly performing a poem she wrote in  
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French.  At Rita’s request, Ramon translates it for the Postables at his TV station.  The 
poem is about the night Holly met Oliver, and her love for him.  Before they leave, 
Ramon asks Rita to go dancing with him, which fuels Norman’s jealousy. 
 
While the Postables are out investigating, the beautiful Holly arrives to the post office.  
Unaware of their international guest, the team dines at the Mailbox Grille before heading 
back to work.  Norman watches, jealously, as Rita and Ramon dance.  Oliver tells him 
not to let Rita get swept off of her feet by another man.  
 
Shane returns first to the Dead Letter Office, and finds Holly.  Her heart breaks as Holly 
gushes about Oliver, talks about how he eats clams when he’s mad, and confides that 
he is a good kisser.  When Oliver returns, he is shocked to find Holly and Shane talking.  
 
Shane leaves them alone, but joins the rest of the Postables on the other side of the 
door to listen in on their talk.  Holly tells Oliver that she loves Paris, and is even 
publishing a book of poems.  Holly leaves before they have a chance to discuss their 
marriage, and makes plans to meet later that evening.   
 
After Oliver’s encounter with Holly, he and Shane leave to deliver the letter to Caitlyn. 
Still reeling from Holly’s visit, Oliver orders clams at Joey’s restaurant.  
 
After nervously waiting for their return all day, Joey tries once again to convince Oliver 
and Shane not to deliver the letter.  He tells them the story of his romance with Caitlyn.  
They put their plans to have a family on hold during the recession, only to later find out 
that Caitlin couldn’t have children.  They drifted apart, Caitlin started going out on her 
own, and Joey suspected it was not with friends.  Joey followed her to a comedy club 
they once went to together, and saw her leaving with another man. 
 
Joey pursued a divorce after witnessing Caitlyn’s indiscretion.  He debated whether or 
not to mail the divorce papers, and accidentally dropped them in the mailbox when he 
heard a woman cry for help.  He was shot in a holdup immediately after, and Caitlyn 
nursed him back to health.  Their marriage has been wonderful ever since.   
 
Inspired by the story, Oliver agrees to let Joey do whatever he wants with the divorce 
papers, but discovers that he forgot them at the Dead Letter Office.  Rita and Norman 
bring them just as Caitlyn arrives to the restaurant.  Caitlyn opens them, and is furious. 
 
When Shane tells Caitlyn that Joey thinks she had an affair, Caitlyn becomes even more 
confused.  She tells Joey and the Postables what actually happened.  Because she 
wanted to make Joey laugh again, Caitlyn was practicing to be a comedian.  The man 
Joey saw her with was the comedy club owner, and just a friend!  Caitlyn and Joey are 
thankful to the Postables for bringing them even closer together, and invite them out to 
celebrate later that week. 
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Later that night, Oliver meets Holly for a drink.  Holly tells Oliver that she initially fell for 
him because he was so heroic, but left him because she needed to be her own hero.  
They postpone making a decision about their marriage until the next night. 
 
The next morning, Oliver and Shane come in early to work, both unable to sleep.  Shane 
tells Oliver that no matter what he does, he needs to forgive Holly. 
 
That night, Shane, Rita and Norman join Caitlyn and Joey at the comedy club, while 
Oliver prepares for dinner with Holly.  After a surprising opening act by Norman, Joey 
surprises Caitlyn by taking the stage and asking her to marry him again.  She says yes. 
 
That night, Oliver and Holly have a private dinner at the Mailbox Grille.  Oliver reads a 
poem that she wrote the night before about their marriage, but we don’t know what it 
says.  They dance, and with Shane watching from outside, Oliver kisses Holly.   
 
Devastated, Shane packs up her desk, and leaves farewell letters for her fellow 
Postables.  She runs into Rita and Norman on her way out, and tells them not to let 
“nothing” happen to them too.  Rita declares her love for Norman, and he kisses her. 
 
Shane arrives home late, and is surprised to find that Oliver has installed a swing on her 
porch – the very type that she used to have as a girl.  He won’t accept her resignation, 
and tells her that he and Holly are ending their marriage.  The two swing together, and 
Oliver hints to a future of romance for he and Shane. 
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